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Reason and Human Finitude

In Praise of Practical Wisdom

BLAINE J. FOWERS
University of Miami

Phronesis, or practical wisdom, is central to virtue ethics because choosing the best course of
action cannot be reduced to an algorithm. Phronesis is the capacity to make wise decisions
regarding which virtues are called for in particular circumstances and the best way to enact
those virtues. This article highlights three components of practical wisdom: moral percep-
tion, deliberation, and choice. Admirable actions are characterized by perceiving what is
important, deliberating about how to address the central aspects of our circumstances, and
choosing the most appropriate response. The article is concludedby discussing the centrality
of phronesis in ethical, clinical, and scientific practice.

Keywords: wisdom; judgment; virtue; flourishing; ethics

How sour sweet music is
When time is broke and no
Proportions kept!
So it is in the music of men’s lives.

—William Shakespeare (King Richard II, Act 5, Scene 5)

The exploration of virtue in behavioral science by Tjeltveit (2003, this issue)
provides many intriguing suggestions about the ways that questions of character
are essential to being a behavioral scientist. The elaboration of a general virtue
framework has great promise for enriching our views of the behavioral sciences
and improving research and clinical practices. The perennial difficulty with any
general framework, however, is in knowing how to apply it appropriately to the
specific circumstances that we encounter. One of the great strengths of virtue
ethics is that Aristotle and his commentators have focused extensively on elabo-
rating an approach to enacting virtue in everyday life. The capacity to recognize
the essentials of what we encounter and to respond well and fittingly to those cir-
cumstances is known asphronesis, practical wisdom, or judgment.1 The pur-
pose of this article is to describe Aristotle’s concept of practical reasoning in
some detail and to indicate the role it plays in psychological practice.
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As MacIntyre (1981) remarks, one of the most astonishing aspects of the
Nicomachean ethics (Aristotle’s primary treatise on virtue) for modern readers
is the nearly complete absence of moral rules. There is, of course, a general
injunction to act virtuously, but Aristotle does not present virtue as a matter of
following rules but as a process of cultivating excellence in character, from
which fine and noble action will naturally ensue. Living virtuously is often far
from simple, however, even for those who have attained a settled disposition to
act well. Our deliberations about what is best to do in view of the particular cir-
cumstances we face and in consideration of our overall ends require the exercise
of phronesis, or practical wisdom. Aristotle (1998) repeatedly insists that “it is
not possible to be good in the strict sense without practical wisdom” (p. 158)
because wisdom is the capacity to pursue what is worthwhile in a way fitting to a
specific situation.

The term “practical reason” is foreign to many behavioral scientists and will
evoke the dominant view of contemporary professions that conceives good sci-
entific and applied practice in terms of the effective application of well-defined
and empirically supported techniques to carefully delimited problems. Aristotle
(1998) himself acknowledged the importance of this technical approach
to knowledge and described it astechne, which focuses on concrete action
designed to produce a specific outcome or product. He saw the domain of techne
in the realm of crafts such as building or making pottery, the production of which
serves other human ends that are not subject to questioning by the practitioner.
The only question for the practitioner of techne is whether the techniques are
applied well or poorly to reach the predefined end. In other words, technical
expertise determines the quality of the product. Many professionals prefer to see
the application of their skills in just this way, as technical knowledge that serves
the objective pursuit of unbiased knowledge, the politically defined goals of
society, or the more subjectively defined goals of clients.

In clinical and research practices, behavioral scientists and practitioners do,
however, deliberate about the nature and quality of desired outcomes, not just
about the means used to bring about those products. We are always, implicitly or
explicitly, seeking to promote some human good in our research, social policy,
and clinical endeavors. We frequently and rightly find ourselves in extended
debates about the nature of the goods we are promoting. The concept of phrone-
sis provides an approach to the kind of deliberation that will allow consideration
of the quality of both the methods and the goals that we pursue. For this reason,
phronesis provides a form of rationality that can encompass our efforts more
comprehensively than techne and offer guidance in some of the more trouble-
some aspects of our professions, as I hope to show in this article.

Aristotle defines practical wisdom asorthos logos, or right reason in moral
matters. MacIntyre (1999) elaborates by saying that practical reason is

a chain of reasoning whose first premises concern the human good, whose inter-
mediate steps specify what the virtues require, if the human good is to be achieved,
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and whose conclusion is the action that is good and best for us to perform here and
now. (p. 159)

There are many ways to unpack this idea of right reason. For example, Aristotle
famously says that virtue is acting according to the mean between excess and
deficiency. Unfortunately, it is often difficult to know what the mean is, because
what is appropriately courageous on one occasion might be rash on another and
cowardly on a third. Thus, the doctrine of the mean is a helpful formal guideline
but it does not give us much concrete guidance, because we need to know what
makes an action the mean in a particular situation. For that we need a more
detailed understanding of practical wisdom, which I will explicate in three com-
plementary and inseparable components: moral perception, deliberation, and
reasoned choice.

MORAL PERCEPTION

Following MacIntyre (1999), practical reasoning requires us to consider how
best to act in order to pursue the goods we seek. Such decision making is not lim-
ited to the emergence of an occasional “ethical issue.” Rather, deliberation about
how best to act is part of the warp and woof of everyday life. We are continually
deciding how best to pursue our aims, although ordinary daily choices gen-
erally occur rather automatically unless we face some unusual or difficult
circumstance.

As Sherman (1989) argues, prior to deciding how to act, we must recognize
the need for action, and this can only occur through a clear-sighted reading of the
circumstances.

Accordingly, much of the work of virtue will rest in knowing how to construe the
case, how to describe and classify what is before one. . . in so far ascircumstances
do not come pre-labeled as this sort of occasion or that, they must be classified by
us. (Sherman, pp. 29, 40)

In other words, we have to recognize that a particular occasion offers an oppor-
tunity to be of use to a friend or to be generous to the less fortunate. If someone
fails to notice clear indicators that a situation is one that usually calls for cour-
age, he or she would apparently lack that virtue. Thus, character is revealed as
much in what an agent perceives as in what is done. This is not to say that all situ-
ations are unequivocally clear even within a given community’s standards, but
acting well requires agents to be able to discern the importance of courageous
action, although the specific ways that courage may come into play might
require further deliberation.

Proximate virtuous action begins in the capacity to discern the features of a
situation that are most important. Practical wisdom includes a moral sensibility
that highlights what is at stake in a given situation for the ends that we seek.
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Moral perception helps us to sort the significant aspects from the insignificant in
our circumstances. Significance always emerges in relation to our aims and
therefore clarity about what is good and noble is the source of our moral vision.
If our understanding of the human good is confused or vague, our ability to see
what is most important will be clouded (Hursthouse, 1999). Indeed, our reading
of a circumstance is largely constituted by our intentions, because the actual
pursuit of an end is only possible when we construe a situation as an occasion in
which we can act for the sake of that aim (Sherman, 1989). In Heideggerian
terms (Heidegger, 1962), the projection of our aims helps to create a clearing in
which a situation shows up in a particular way. Against the backdrop of our ends,
we see the details of our situation with greater clarity and insight, being able to
recognize better the salience of both particular features as well as the overall
import of the present state of affairs.

One of the most frequently recurring features of the Nicomachean ethics is
Aristotle’s insistence on the appreciation of the particular case as essential in
ethical matters. General concerns about virtue, law, and custom are important,
but they hold true only roughly and in general. Moreover, ethical precepts only
really come to light in view of the specific features of the situation before us, and
these details will serve to qualify the results of any abstract reasoning on ethics.
He tells us that “matters concerned with conduct and questions of what is good
for us have no fixity. . . . Theagents themselves must in each case consider what
is appropriate to the occasion” (p. 30) and “such things depend on particular
facts, and the decision rests with perception” (p. 47). The importance of the par-
ticular cannot be overstated because, from a virtue ethics perspective, it is not
possible to set out universal principles for ethical action. What it means to act
well is always conditioned by the specific circumstances and how our pursuit of
worthy aims can be adapted to the situation. This is the reason for the virtual
absence of moral rules in the Nicomachean ethics.

Aristotle takes pains to show that our emotional responses are central to vir-
tue, and this is nowhere clearer than in the moral sensibilities required to see our
circumstances rightly. Because the ways that we interpret our situation help to
constitute our emotions, experiencing the feelings that are appropriate to the
salient aspects of what we face is one of the clearest marks of virtue. For this rea-
son, Aristotle comments that emotions

may be felt both too much and too little, and in both cases not well; but to feel them
at the right times, with reference to the right objects, towards the right people, with
the right motive, and in the right way, is what is both intermediate and best, and this
is characteristic of virtue. (p. 38)

The affective aspects of our perceptions are not mere concomitants, however,
because right readings of situations are often only possible when we have cer-
tain feelings, whether those emotions are compassion, anger, love, or revulsion.
The affective response of the virtuous person is largely a recognition that a
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situation is of one kind rather than another. Our emotional reactions highlight
the ethically salient features of the situation. For example, indignation in the
presence of egregious injustice is a hallmark of recognizing that injustice. Simi-
larly, fear is directly tied to situations in which we or something we value is in
danger. Indeed, we might miss some of what is truly relevant if we see dispas-
sionately, without engaging our emotions (Sherman, 1989). When we judge a
situation rightly, we experience delight in what is good and noble and revulsion
toward what is base. These feelings of delight or revulsion are inseparable from
the capacity to really differentiate the noble from the base. Sherman (1989)
underlines the importance of proper emotional engagement by saying that
“without emotions, we do not fully register the facts or record them with the sort
of resonance and importance that only emotional involvement can sustain” (p.
47).

Our affect is central to virtue because it is our delight in nobility that moves us
to act well. One of the most important differences between virtue ethics and
deontic or utilitarian ethics is that the virtuous individual is moved to act well out
of love for the good. This affective attraction draws one to what is good rather
than being pushed to act rightly out of duty or obligation against one’s inclina-
tion. It is for this reason that Aristotle emphasizes the cultivation of emotional
dispositions to respond appropriately to objects and situations as a key element
of moral education.

DELIBERATION

Our moral perception often will result in a clear and immediate response
from us, and we do not have to ponder about the appropriate course of action. In
many circumstances, however, the most fitting response is not so obvious and
requires deliberation. We deliberate to ascertain how to best realize our aims in a
given situation. Each situation has a multitude of features and we come to them
with many interests and considerations. It is easy to see why we often err in our
judgments about how to act because there is seldom a one-to-one correspon-
dence between our aims and the features of a particular occasion. These com-
plexities might, at times, leave us regretting missed opportunities to encourage a
friend, to offer guidance to a student, or to stand up to an injustice. Deliberating
well depends on a practiced acuity in focusing on the most relevant of the multi-
farious elements of a situation in such a way that the appropriate concerns about
the best kind of life are activated in us (Wiggins, 1980).

Once we see the possibility of pursuing an aim, we have to consider how best
to bring it about in these particular circumstances. What is practicably best will
inevitably differ from one state of affairs to another, which means that what is
best is always constrained by the specifics of the situation we face. To compli-
cate matters further, there are no set rules or definite procedures for arriving at
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this judgment and we must rely on our sense of what is proper or fitting to choose
the best course of action. We rightly subscribe to certain general rules such as
“do not hurt others unnecessarily” or to general principles of justice, but these
considerations are never sufficient to provide detailed guidance in a specific sit-
uation. We must relate such precepts to the particulars in a way that is fitting and
any attempt to specify rules for how we are to apply the general principles given
the nearly infinite array of considerations and qualifications inherent in living
would quickly degenerate into an infinite regress.

Many commentators understand Aristotle’s approach to deliberation as lim-
ited to simple means-end reasoning. After all, he famously proclaims in Book III
of the Nicomachean ethics that “we deliberate not about ends, but about what is
toward ends” (p. 56), and this is often taken to mean that he endorses the kind of
means-end instrumentality so common today. This is an anachronistic interpre-
tation, because the Greeks of that era did not make the kind of crisp distinctions
between means and ends that characterize our instrumentalist orientation.
Moreover, Aristotle disconfirms this interpretation in Book VI. His separation
of deliberation from ends in the text cited above is better understood as an affir-
mation that human beings seek the highest good,eudaimonia, or human flour-
ishing, naturally and need not deliberate about the value of that end. Yet, our
aims often have rather vague descriptions and we must deliberate to arrive at a
suitable specification of an end (Wiggins, 1980). Deliberation sometimes
involves a search for the best specification of our aim in view of what is practica-
ble. Thus, deliberating about how best to seek our aim often involves deciding
what counts as our end. For example, it is not necessarily obvious what counts as
a worthwhile profession for someone deciding on a life’s work, a good marriage
for a particular couple, or a good community in a given historical society, and
extended deliberation may be necessary to clarify these ends. Clarifying the
goals of psychotherapy with a client and the aims of a research program are sim-
ilarly nonobvious and often involve lengthy consideration.

The function of coordinating one’s overall ends is another important aspect
of practical reason. In many situations, there are multiple considerations, and
pursuing one aim may undermine or compromise our efforts to attain other
goals. Our concerns generally do not allow for a single, unambiguous goal, but
rather, we frequently confront a plurality of ends, which make competing and
inconsistent claims (Nussbaum, 1986; Wiggins, 1980). Therefore, one of the
tasks of deliberation is to evaluate our planned course of action in terms of our
overall aims and attempt to harmonize our various ends. In general, the question
is, How can I pursue this goal in this situation in such a way that my actions are
acceptable in terms of all else that matters? The ultimate test of practical wisdom
is whether the decision process brings the most pertinent considerations to bear
in such a way that the most relevant concerns carry the most weight. This pro-
cess cannot be formalized in abstract rules and is a matter of the appropriate
arousal of one’s sensibilities in response to a comprehensive perception of the
situation (Wiggins, 1980). As Broadie (1991) aptly put it,
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Practical wisdom is not the ability to select effective means to a goal which is
rightly seen to be good no matter what. It is the ability to pursue a goal initially
worth pursuing in such a way that it continues tobeworth pursuing. (p. 240)

REASONED CHOICE

Our deliberations lead us to make choices about the appropriate actions in a
given situation. These choices are not merely voluntary but reasoned in a partic-
ular way. Aristotle highlights this with the termprohairesis, which translates lit-
erally as “choosing over” or “choosing before.” The idea is that we deliberate
about what is better and worse, because choosing the best course means select-
ing from among several alternatives (Sherman, 1989). Aristotle further empha-
sizes the combined roles of reason and desire by defining choice as “desiderative
reason or ratiocenative desire” (p. 139). These locutions point to the way that
reasoned choice unites desire for what is good with the agent’s thoughts to pro-
duce the concrete form in which the agent can best achieve the aim at present.
The reasoned choice of practical wisdom always aims toward an action that is
fitting to the occasion.

Sherman points out another sense in which choices of the practically wise are
reasoned. She notes that we choose a course of action on the basis of what is best
in view of the situation and of our overall ends.Prohaireticchoice involves an
effort to harmonize our several ends with what is currently possible. The con-
joint assessment of what is desirable and what is feasible indicates what we
mean by the terms “practical” and “reason.”

Of course, the objectives that help to constitute a life will be irreducibly het-
erogeneous to some extent and, at times, these ends may not be entirely harmo-
nious. In such cases, we have to assess the relative importance of our ends and to
choose that course of action that best serves the most important ends or that best
incorporates the largest share of our aims. These choices cannot be dictated in
advance but must be the outcome of careful deliberation and decision making.
The more successful we are in fashioning our lives in a pattern of coherent,
mutually supportive endeavors, the less frequently we will have to choose
between them in this way. Some conflict and tension is inevitable, however,
unless we sacrifice large portions of our personal, work, or social lives for the
sake of simplicity and freedom from such tensions. Our choice of the best course
of action requires us to select a response that best addresses our most important
concerns and best harmonizes our multiple aims.

A central requirement of virtuous action is that agents act for the right rea-
sons. This means that virtuous agents need to have an active self-reflective
capacity through which they can assess the degree to which they are acting for
the best reasons. One of Aristotle’s arguments for the importance of friendship
is that friends help us to see ourselves more clearly because a friend is “another
self.” This other self shares our view of the good and can help us to recognize our
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errors in seeking it. Moreover, we can learn from our friend’s approach to living
as if we were watching ourselves from an external vantage point. Friends are
particularly valuable in their ability to foster this kind of self-reflection.

Another way that critical self-awareness is apparent in Aristotle is that we
learn virtue through practice. Repeated trials are only beneficial if one has a rea-
sonably clear sense of the criterion and the ability to measure one’s success in
approximating it. It is only through recognizing mistakes and correcting our
errors that we can learn from them and improve our performance. He likens
learning virtue to learning a craft or a musical instrument. Without guidance and
correction, practice may only increase bad habits. Those who aspire to virtue
hold virtuous models as their guide—initially their teachers and later their
friends and their heroes.

Let me summarize what I have said so far. Practical reason begins with an
apprehension of the good, is brought into the present with the perception of what
is most important in a situation with respect to the good, proceeds through delib-
eration of which actions will work best to achieve our ends in view of the rele-
vant considerations, and is finalized in the reasoned choice to adopt a course of
action.

APPLYING PRACTICAL WISDOM

There are four areas in which Aristotle’s account of practical wisdom can be
invaluable to us. First, it provides a badly needed framework for understanding,
practicing, and teaching thoughtful deliberation, which is essential in our theory
and research.

Flyvbjerg (2001) has argued for the importance of phronesis in social sci-
ence. He discusses the traditional preference in social science forepistemeas
opposed to phronesis and questions that choice. Episteme corresponds to our
frequently idealized version of science as pertaining to what is universal, invari-
able, and independent of both the context and of the values and aims of the inves-
tigator. Some areas of psychological science are clearly oriented to human uni-
versals, such as research on sensation and the biological bases of behavior.

Flyvbjerg argues persuasively that episteme is an inappropriate intellectual
standard for much of the content of the social sciences for two reasons. Much of
what we study is variable over time and across cultures and is therefore context-
dependent. In addition, the value dimension of human behavior and research
appears to be unavoidable. Compelling, and thus far unrefuted, arguments have
been made that human actions are largely constituted by the actor’s purposes
and aspirations (Gadamer, 1975; Richardson, Fowers, & Guignon, 1999; Tay-
lor, 1985). Social science research is as much a human activity as any other and
therefore also is guided by the investigators’aims and values. The denial of this
state of affairs has contributed to the suffusion of psychological science with
unacknowledged ideologies such as individualism (Richardson et al., 1999) and
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patriarchy (Hare-Mustin & Marecek, 1988). Flyvbjerg suggests that phronesis
provides a much more appropriate rationality for a subject matter that has strong
context dependency and is concerned with understanding humans as beings
whose choices and actions are guided by what they see as worthwhile and good.
The moral perception, deliberative activity, and reasoned choice outlined above
play key roles in the ways that psychological researchers set the boundaries of
their topics of interest, formulate research questions, design methods, and inter-
pret results.

Another excellent example of the necessity of practical wisdom is found in
clinical training in psychology and other mental health disciplines. In the course
of supervising dozens of novice therapists, I have frequently found myself with
my head in my hands wondering just what it was that I am trying to teach them.
In some respects, a theoretical understanding of therapy seems worthwhile and
there are many techniques that appear useful. Yet, I am not at all satisfied that
teaching theory and technique are sufficient because I encounter some students
who have an excellent intellectual grasp of one or both but have great difficulty
making the theory useful in their work with particular clients or knowing when
and how to employ techniques appropriately and usefully. Other students have a
fabulous intuitive ability to respond productively to their clients’ concerns but
are often theoretically inarticulate.

I have concluded that practical wisdom is precisely what I am attempting to
teach them. The intuitively adept already have a good share of practical wisdom,
particularly in their moral perception. They readily see what is most important in
the clinical situation and respond in a way that helps their clients to address the
most significant aspects of their circumstances productively. This natural ability
to recognize what is at stake can and should be developed so that students can
articulate it in their work with clients. These natural therapists also can benefit
by cultivating their capacity to deliberate about how best to respond to what they
recognize as significant in the situation. Moreover, practical wisdom, like vir-
tue, includes a clear understanding of why one course of action is better than
another, so helping these students to make their natural intuitions explicit is an
important part of training them.

For those who do not have a natural grasp of practical wisdom, the task is
more difficult; as Montaigne aptly tells us, “We can be knowledgeable with
other men’s [sic] knowledge but we cannot be wise with other men’s wisdom.”
Instructors and supervisors cannot simply tell students to do “x” whenever they
encounter situation “y.” For one thing, one has to be able to recognize when one
is facing an instance of “y,” and this requires moral perception. In addition, there
are a virtually infinite number of variations of “y” that will require adjustments
in “x” to make the response fitting for the particularities of this specific “y.”
None of this can be specified definitively in advance. Students can only cultivate
their perceptual and deliberative capacities through reviewing their clinical
experiences and carefully sifting through the information available with a super-
visor who presumably can demonstrate practical wisdom.
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Third, practical wisdom also is essential for our more narrowly conceived
ethical deliberations. Each profession develops and elaborates a set of ethical
guidelines for its work. These guidelines are a necessary and often useful part of
a profession, but they are typically mind-numbingly vague and general. With the
exception of a few clear rules (e.g., regulating sexual contact with therapy cli-
ents or maintaining the confidentiality of research records), there is very little
concrete guidance to be found. This vagueness is an appropriate result of the
recognition that ethical issues are complex and variable and therefore not ame-
nable to a definitive set of rules. Professional ethical guidelines also contain
another important acknowledgement of the essential role of practical wisdom:
Two of the most frequent words used in them areappropriateandreasonable.
For example, the importance of these two terms is evident in that they appear
more than 80 times in the American Psychological Association guidelines as
flexible modifiers of already-vague prescriptions and proscriptions.

Ethical decision making and action, even if we limit it to the narrow range of
concerns specified in the guidelines, requires practical wisdom. It is inconceiv-
able that professionals could act ethically in a wide variety of situations without
the moral perception that allows them to recognize a situation as one requiring
ethical consideration in the first place. Although some circumstances present
themselves as unambiguously ethical in nature (the necessity of informed con-
sent procedures), others do not (what constitutes an adverse reaction to study
procedures or when do investigators’ biases inappropriately affect the interpre-
tation of results). Moreover, ethical actions frequently require individual delib-
eration and consultation with others about how best to respond. Some situations
are clear-cut, but professionals frequently find themselves in circumstances in
which it is unclear which of many ethical principles or guidelines are applicable.
Moreover, these professionals must confront troubling questions about pre-
cisely how one should apply the ethical precepts that do seem relevant. Finally,
as the relevant considerations become clear, we have to employ our ability to
make reasoned choices to select the best response.

The recognition of the centrality of factors such as appropriateness and rea-
sonableness point to the key role that practical wisdom has in professional ethi-
cal deliberations. Aristotle’s perspective clarifies how we actually do make ethi-
cal decisions and helps us to dispense with a naïve wish for a formal ethical
decision procedure that will automatically produce the right answer through the
application of abstract ethical rules. The phronetic approach to ethical decision
making normalizes the complexity and disorderliness of many of the situations
we face and helps us to focus more on acting well than on doingtheright thing.
There are often multiple and countervailing considerations in our real-life cir-
cumstances. There is no need to sanitize and abstract ethics from the messiness
of life. Instead, we see that we are immersed in a very imperfect world and that
our decisions ultimately emerge from the more or less cultivated quality of our
humanity, judgment, and maturity. This recognition inspires us to cultivate these
excellences that promote good practical reasoning. Seeing ethical decision
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making as an outcome of character development stands in stark contrast to our
frequent attempts to develop tidy algorithms that spit out the right answer to eth-
ical questions if we follow the correct formal decision procedures. A reliance on
intellectually grasped principles, no matter how well developed, can never sub-
stitute for the cultivation of character and practical wisdom.

Fourth, and most important, the applicability of practical wisdom to these
broad domains is based on the obvious but somehow still controversial idea that
morality is coextensive with human life rather than a subject we study to prepare
ourselves for occasional incidents that somehow impose duties, dilemmas, and
ethical decisions on us. Virtue ethics jolts us out of the complacent viewpoint
that morality is limited to extraordinary rather than ordinary circumstances and
that our theories and practices are separate from the ethical domain except
where they intersect with individual ends, rights, and autonomy.

Our answers to the question of how we should live are not simply expressions
of subjective preferences. Rather, we reveal our character and the aims that we
believe are truly worth pursuing in our characteristic choices and actions. In
other words, wecharacterizeourselves because our habitual acts shape our
nature as individuals. Agents choose how to act and the choices we repeatedly
make become habits and habits become, in turn, settled dispositions. Our
endorsement of many similar choices over time makes us one kind of person
rather than another. We become brave by acting courageously, generous by giv-
ing, brutish by following our lower impulses, and so forth. Virtue ethics center
on the question of how we should act and how our lives come together as a whole
(Annas, 1993). This means that there is no realm of ethical rules and behaviors
separate from our ordinary living. All of our actions express the moral stance we
have taken, reveal the nature of our characters, and demonstrate the ends we
believe are worth pursuing.

It seems uncontroversial that we must deliberate about how best to act in our
personal and professional lives. Naturally, we want to deliberate well, and I
believe that Aristotle offers us a vivid and compelling account of how to do so
in terms of practical wisdom. He reminds us that excellence in deliberation
requires excellence in character, because thinking through what we ought to do
involves a proper appreciation of the goods we are seeking, acuity in moral per-
ception, and the ability to put our reasoned choices into action. These qualities
characterize the virtuous person. That is why I believe that we must incorporate
practical wisdom and virtue into the curricula that we employ to train helping
professionals and students of human nature.

NOTE

1. Meara and Day (2003, this issue) describe some aspects of practical wisdom under the head-
ing of a virtue of prudence.
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